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1 γ = 2 β= 3 α=
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1 1 p − 2 1 p − 3 1 p − 3 p 2 p 1 p
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Highest 20 0.803267689 0.803267689
TABLE A. Pyramiding
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123456789
0.1 -67060341.99 -67027557.41 -66954572.62 -66798284.52 -66452484.31 -66279793.62 -66334980.98 -65969700.87 -64533683.04
0.2 -65768474.36 -65404074.77 -64749982.27 -63751432.39 -62476223.82 -58974576.83 -56995198.89 -58766361.91 -60749201.08
0.3 -57811907.91 -56765291.46 -55061210.25 -52705913.55 -50553306.28 -47476806.64 -38901651.72 -35793564.73 -40511823.36
0.4 -35591919.04 -34470982.35 -32739333.56 -30669192.43 -27533025.36 -27565352.02 -22987902.24 -15390212.32 -14405734.5
0 . 5000000000
0.6 35591919.04 34470982.29 32739333.56 30546272.77 28812711.55 23743732.17 25973646.66 24445855.03 14405734.5
0.7 57811907.91 56765291.32 55061210.25 52885114.95 49945236.31 46357223.89 41579600.03 47925472.56 40511823.36
0.8 65768474.36 65404074.52 64749982.27 63667698.85 61935421.24 61917720.25 55004931.85 56537217.42 60749201.08
0.9 67060341.99 67027557.12 66954572.62 66823769.13 66651744.43 65837255.16 65894986.17 61737403.64 64533683.04
Size of partition cells
TABLE B. Expected Exam Payoffs
High
ability 1 2 3456789
0.2 1291868 1623483 2204590 3046852 3976260 7305217 9339782 7203339 3784482
0.3 7956566 8638783 9688772 11045519 11922918 11497770 18093547 22972797 20237378
0.4 22219989 22294309 22321877 22036721 23020281 19911455 15913749 20403352 26106089
0.5 35591919 34470982 32739334 30669192 27533025 27565352 22987902 15390212 14405735
0.6 35591919 34470982 32739334 30546273 28812712 23743732 25973647 24445855 14405735
0.7 22219989 22294309 22321877 22338842 21132525 22613492 15605953 23479618 26106089
0.8 7956566 8638783 9688772 10782584 11990185 15560496 13425332 8611745 20237378
0.9 1291868 1623483 2204590 3156070 4716323 3919535 10890054 5200186 3784482




g = 9 g = 1
p = .2 3784481.96 1291867.625
p = .3 20237377.72 7956566.455
p = .4 26106088.86 22219988.87
p = .5 14405734.5 35591919.04
p = .6 14405734.5 35591919.04
p = .7 26106088.86 22219988.87
p = .8 20237377.72 7956566.455
p = .9 3784481.96 1291867.625
TABLE D. Advantage of Coarse Grading
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